Crime at businesses neighboring North Springs High School | October 2018
After an Auto Accident on Ga 400, 17 days ago State Farm requested that they tow the car (air
bags did not deploy) to one of their approved body shops. They listed Classic Collision on
Roswell Rd (which I had previously seen others on Next door recommend). I did not want this
car totaled since, I had spent several thousand dollars on it in July.
A couple of days ago, I got hints that it was going to be totaled. Which I did not understand
based on what I had previously seen. Today, my daughter and I went to get out property and
documents to prove the work I had done to the car out of it. The condition was shocking. The
car had a chrome inlay in the bumper that had been torn out on part of it, not what it looked
like when we last saw it. Then my daughter noticed that something was wrong with the
phone/media jack ports. I couldn’t figure out why the areas where the car speakers were had
been opened up.
I then went inside and insisted on speaking to someone in management or ownership. They
promptly came out. They agreed that they could tell the metal in lay was new you could tell
that by dirt (so they knew I was not lying). Of course, the first thing teens look for is their
media. They then admitted that within the last couple of weeks while my car has been their
they had a break in (scale over of) their rear perimeter fence that abuts North Springs High
School (which has 3 rows of barb wire).
They have reported it to Sandy Springs PD. They said they had clear images of three offenders,
but missed the damage on my car. It also appears they tried to tear off the Mercedes emblem
that was bent over. I just wanted to make everyone aware of this. It is obvious our PD reports
are no longer detailed enough to inform us of items like this. The Auto body never sent out
anything to every car owner whose car they had, maybe the cars they thought got damaged.
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